
bid-to-offer spread, 25
bids, 30
bottom picking versus trend following, 176-177
boxes, 167
Brazilian interest rate contracts (fundamental

market analysis,) 88
breakaway gaps, 152
breaking support, 127
breakouts from consolidation

defined, 128-130
false breakouts, 131-132
and moving averages, 199, 202
rules for trading, 132-133
and successful trading, 232

brokers. See also floor brokers
defined, 14, 16
for placing orders, 27

bull spreads, 38
business inventories, effect on interest rates, 90
butterfly spreads, 75
buy stops, 31
buying

options
advantages and disadvantages, 50
choices for, 53-54
to protect futures, 67, 69, 82

straddles, 72-73
strangles, 74

buying back, 7, 53

C
CAC40 index (fundamental market analysis), 93
calendar spreads, 72
call options

defined, 51
exercising, 50
selling, 53

canceling stop loss orders, 225
candlestick charts, 167, 169
canola oil futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 101
capital preservation, importance of, 215
car sales, effect on interest rates, 90
cash settled, 14

Index

Symbols
$50,000 fake accounts story, 47-48

A
accelerated trends, 196-197
accumulation phase (cattle/hogs), 106
active month, 12
aggressiveness in successful trading, xxiii, 

224-226
agricultural futures, 100

grains and soybeans, 100-102, 105
meat, 105-106, 108
softs, 108, 110-111

American Petroleum Institute (API) reports,
effect on energy futures, 99

American-style options, 52
analysis. See market analysis
API (American Petroleum Institute) reports,

effect on energy futures, 99
The Art of Contrary Thinking (Neill), 37
ascending triangle chart pattern, 149
asked price. See offers
at-the-money options

advantages, 80
defined, 57
premium change rate, 59

Australian interest rate contracts (fundamental
market analysis), 88

averaging losses, 234

B
backgrounding, 105
backspreads. See reverse ratio spreads
backwardation, 170
balance of trade, effect on interest rates, 90
bar charts, 120-121
basis, 18-19
basis risk

defined, 19
narrowing basis, 22
widening basis, 22

bear spreads, 38
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cattle crush, 41
cattle futures (fundamental market analysis), 105
Cattle Inventory Report, effect on meat

futures, 108
Cattle on Feed Report, effect on meat 

futures, 107
CFTC (Commodity Futures Trading

Commission), 29
channels, 124-126
charts

bar charts, 120-121
candlestick charts, 167, 169
channels, 124-126
chart patterns, 134

double tops and bottoms, 143-144
flags, rectangles, pennants, 146-148
H&S (head and shoulders), 134-143
reversals, 151
rounding tops and bottoms, 144-146
triangles, 148-150

defined, 120-121
how to use, 121-122
point and figure (P&F) charts, 167-168
support and resistance levels, 126-128

breakouts from consolidation, 128-133
reversing, 130-131

trendlines, 122-124
China, economic growth, xx-xxi
clearing members, qualifications of, 29
clearinghouse, 9
cocoa futures (fundamental market analysis), 109
coffee futures (fundamental market analysis), 109
Cold Storage Report, effect on meat futures, 108
COMEX stocks report, effect on industrial

metals futures, 115
commissions, 14-16
commodity exchanges

history of, 1-2
list of, 241-248
trading hours, 6

Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC), 29

common gaps, 152
confirms, 26
consolidation, 128, 199
Consumer Price Index (CPI), 89
consumer tastes, effect on meat futures, 107
contango, 169
continuation chart patterns, 134
contracts. See futures contracts
contrary opinion theory, 37-38
convergence, 16
copper futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 113
corn futures (fundamental market analysis), 101
corn prices, effect on meat futures, 106

cotton futures (fundamental market 
analysis), 110

cotton spreads, 41
count (breakouts from consolidation), 

determining, 133
covered option writing

advantages, 81
defined, 69-70

covering, 7, 53
cow/calf operation, 105
CPI (Consumer Price Index), 89
Crack Spread, 41
crop yields, effect on softs futures, 111
cross-hedges, 17
crossing zero (spreads), 170
crude oil futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 96, 98
crude oil prices, effect on interest rates, 89
currencies (fundamental market analysis), 94-95

D
daily bar charts, 120
daily price limits, 5
Daily Slaughter Levels Report, effect on meat

futures, 108
DAX index (fundamental market analysis), 93
day trading

advantages and disadvantages, 205-206
defined, 24
rules for success, 206-208
trend reversal system, 208-209, 212

debt offerings, effect on interest rates, 90
decisiveness, importance of, 219
deck, 15
deep in-the-money options

avoiding, 79
defined, 57

deep out-of-the-money options
avoiding, 79
defined, 57

deliverable stocks of grain, effect on grain and
soybean futures, 104

delivery months, 12, 14
delivery receipts, selling, 13
delta, 59
delta hedging, 59
Department of Energy (DOE) reports, effect on

energy futures, 99
descending triangle chart pattern, 149
discipline, 214. See also successful trading

and day trading, 207
decisiveness, 219
importance of, 202-203
and money management, 218-219
and motives for trading, 214
overcoming hurdles to, 215-218
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discount rate, 91
discounter commission firms, 15
disposable income, effect on interest rates, 90
divergences, 163-164
diversification

importance of, 37, 198-199
and successful trading, 231

DOE (Department of Energy) reports, effect on
energy futures, 99

Donchian, Richard, 177
double bottoms chart pattern, 143-144
double tops chart pattern, 143-144
DOW index (fundamental market analysis), 93
down-trendlines, 122
downside breakaway gaps, 152
draw-downs, avoiding, 36

E
E-Mini Nasdaq 100 index (fundamental 

market analysis), 93
economic activity, effect on industrial metals

futures, 115
economic growth

China, xx-xxi
India, xx

electronic trading versus open outcry, 28
Elliot Wave Analysis, 166-167
EMA (exponential moving average), 183-185
emotions

avoiding in trading, 36, 215
effect on price, xxiv

energy futures (fundamental market analysis),
96-99

energy spreads, 41
EOE index (fundamental market analysis), 93
Euribor futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 88
Euro Stoxx (fundamental market analysis), 93
Euro-Bobl futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 87
Euro-Bund futures (fundamental market

analysis), 87
Euro-Schatz futures (fundamental market

analysis), 87
Eurodollars (fundamental market analysis), 86
European-style options, 52
Euroswiss futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 88
Euroyen futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 88
Exchange

guaranteeing trades, 25
minimum margin value, 25
regulators, 29
trading floor, 26-27

exchanges. See commodity exchanges

Index 251

exercising options
American style versus European style, 52
defined, 50, 60-61

exhaustion gaps, 153
expiration dates for options, 50
exponential moving average (EMA), 183-185
exports, effect on meat futures, 107
extreme markets (successful trading), 230

F
false breakouts from consolidation, 131-132
Fed Funds Rate, effect on interest rates, 91
Federal Reserve, effect on interest rates, 90
feed prices, effect on meat futures, 106
feeder cattle, 105
feeder cattle futures (fundamental market

analysis), 105
feeder costs, effect on meat futures, 107
fees, 14-16
$50,000 fake accounts story, 47-48
financial futures, 86

currencies, 94-95
interest rates, 86-90, 92
stock indices, 92-94

first notice day, 13
flag chart pattern, 146-148
flat price risk, 22
floor. See trading floor
floor brokers

actions of, 27-28
defined, 15, 27

fluctuations, minimum price fluctuation, 3-4
food consumption trends, xx
forward market, 94
full-service commission firms, 15
fundamental market analysis, 83-84

agricultural futures, 100
grains and soybeans, 100-102, 105
meat, 105-106, 108
softs, 108, 110-111

energy futures, 96-97, 99
financial futures, 86

currencies, 94-95
interest rates, 86-90, 92
stock indices, 92-94

metals futures, 111
industrial metals, 113, 115
precious metals, 112-113

technical analysis compared to, 85
futures and options exchanges. See

commodity exchanges
futures contracts

brokers. See brokers
commissions, 14-16
covering, 7
defined, 2-3
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delivery months, 12, 14
hedgers/hedging. See hedgers; hedging
leverage, 8
limits. See limits
margin, 10, 12
market analysis. See market analysis
moves. See moves
options compared to, 63-65
orders. See orders
prices. See prices
profit. See profit
protecting by buying options, 67, 69, 82
regulation, 29
risks. See risks
selling short, 7-8
specifications, 18-19
speculators. See speculators
spreads. See spreads
standardized contracts, 19

futures markets, 2

G
gamma, 59
Gann, W.D., xxv-xxvii, 196, 221
gaps

breakaway gaps, 152
common gaps, 152
defined, 151
exhaustion gaps, 153
islands, 153-156
measuring gaps, 152
rules for trading, 156-157

GDP (Gross Domestic Product), effect on
interest rates, 90

gold futures (fundamental market analysis), 112
gold prices, effect on interest rates, 89
government policy, effect on grain and 

soybean futures, 104
governmental regulators, 29
grain futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 100-102, 105
grain spreads, 41
grain trading (”Voice from the Tomb” 

trading advice), 43-45
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), effect on

interest rates, 90
guaranteeing trades, 25
guts (quality for successful trading), xxvii,

224-226

H
H&S (head and shoulders) chart pattern, 

134-143
health (quality for successful trading), xxvii, 229
heating oil futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 98

hedgers
basis risk, 19
defined, 16
goals of, 22, 24

hedging
defined, 16-17
delta hedging, 59
long hedges, 21-22
options, 63-65

to protect futures, 82
by selling, 69

short hedges, 20-21
hesitation, avoiding, 216-217
historic volatility, 58
history of commodity exchanges, 1-2
hog futures (fundamental market analysis), 106
Hogs and Pigs Report, effect on meat 

futures, 108
housing starts, effect on interest rates, 89
human nature and successful trading, 227
humbleness, importance of, 217-218

I
in-the-money options

advantages, 80
defined, 55
premium change rate, 59

income levels, effect on meat futures, 107
independent brokers, 15
index of leading indicators, effect on interest

rates, 90
India, economic growth, xx
industrial metals futures (fundamental market

analysis), 113, 115
industrial production, effect on interest rates,

90
inflation, effect of

on currencies, 95
on industrial metals futures, 115
on interest rates, 89

initial margin
defined, 10
interested earned on, 12

insurance, options compared to, 49
Interbank market, 94
interest earned on initial margin, 12
interest rates

effect on currencies, 95
fundamental market analysis, 86-92

intermarket spreads, 40
internal budget deficit/surplus, effect on 

currencies, 95
intramarket spreads, 38-39
intrinsic value

defined, 55
and volatility, 58
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inverted head and shoulders chart pattern, 139
inverted market, 170
islands, 153-156

J-K
Japanese candlestick charts, 167, 169

key reversals, 150
knowledge (quality for successful trading), xxvi
Kospi200 index (fundamental market 

analysis), 93

L
lead futures (fundamental market analysis), 114
lean hog futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 106
leg off, 42
leverage, 8
limit orders, 30
limit-move rule

defined, 5
support and resistance levels, 233
variable limits, 6

limited risk of spreads, 42
limits

position limits, 29
stop limit orders, 32

liquidation phase (cattle/hogs), 106
live cattle futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 105
Livermore, Jesse, xxvi, 221, 236, 238
LME stocks report, effect on industrial metals

futures, 115
locals, 23
lock-limit move, 5
Long Gilt futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 88
long hedges, 21-22
long shots. See deep out-of-the-money options
long-dated options, 54
longs

defined, xxi, xxiv
delivery, 13

loss point, importance of planning, 216
losses

averaging, 234
minimizing, 231

lumber futures (fundamental market 
analysis), 110

M
MA. See moving averages
maintenance margin, 10
majority, actions of, xxiv

Index 253

making a market, 23
margin, 10, 12, 25
margin call, 10
market analysis

fundamental analysis. See fundamental 
market analysis

technical analysis. See technical market
analysis

trend reversal day trading system, 
208-209, 212

market if touched (MIT) orders, 32
market knowledge, importance in options

trading, 80
market orders, 30
markets. See also commodity exchanges;

futures markets
margin requirements, 11
trading hours, 6

maximizing big moves, 235-240
measuring gaps, 152
meat futures (fundamental market analysis),

105-108
meat spreads, 41
mental game. See discipline
metals futures, 111

industrial metals, 113, 115
precious metals, 112-113

metals spreads, 41
minimum margin requirement, 12
minimum margin value, 25
minimum price fluctuation, 3-4
mining strikes, effect on industrial metals

futures, 115
minority, actions of, xxiv
MIT (market if touched) orders, 32
money management, 218-219

importance of, 225
preservation of capital, 215
tips for, 36-37

money supply, effect on interest rates, 92
”The Most Valuable Technical Tool.” See

moving averages
motives for trading, 214
moves. See also minimum price fluctuation

limit-move rule, 5
lock-limit move, 5
variable limits, 6

moving average line, 177
moving averages, 175-179

accelerated trends, 196-197
breakouts from consolidation, 199, 202
discipline and patience, 202-203
diversification, 198-199
exponential moving average (EMA), 183-185
methodology, 187-196
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simple moving average (SMA), 180, 182
alternatives to, 183
disadvantages, 182-183
length of, 182

trend following versus bottom picking, 
176-177

weighted moving average (WMA), 183-185

N
narrowing basis, 22
National Futures Association, 29
natural gas futures (fundamental market

analysis), 98
neckline, 134
negative delta, 59
Neill, Humphrey (The Art of Contrary

Thinking), 37
news, reaction to, and successful trading, 

228-229
nickel futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 114
Nikkei 225 index (fundamental market 

analysis), 93
non-clearing members, 29
normal time decay, 54

O
oats futures (fundamental market analysis), 101
OCO (one cancels the other) orders, 32
offers, 30
offset, 2
OI (open interest) analysis, 158-162
oil. See crude oil futures; heating oil futures
oil consumption, xx
OMX index (fundamental market analysis), 93
OPEC, effect on energy futures, 99
open interest (OI) analysis, 158-162
open outcry

defined, 24-25
versus electronic trading, 28

options
advantages and disadvantages, 50-51
at-the-money options, 57, 80
butterfly spreads, 75
buying

choices for, 53-54
to protect futures, 67, 69, 82

calendar spreads, 72
deep in-the-money options, 57, 79
deep out-of-the-money options, 57, 79
defined, 49-50
delta, 59
exercising, 50, 60-61
expiration dates, 50
futures compared to, 63, 65

gamma, 59
hedging, 63, 65, 82
historic volatility, 58
in-the-money and out-of-the-money, 55, 80
intrinsic value, 55
market analysis. See market analysis
market knowledge, importance of, 80
normal time decay, 54
over the count (OTC) options, 52
potential value, 56
prices

determining, 55-58
effect of futures’ prices on, 58-59
quotes, 52

ratio spreads, 76
ratios, 75
reverse ratio spreads, 76-77, 81
selling, 52-53, 61, 63

advantages and disadvantages, 53
covered option writing, 69-70, 81
hedging by, 69
ratio writes, 75-76

staying power, 56
stock index options, 65-66
straddles, 72

buying, 72-73
selling, 73, 81

strangles, 72
buying, 74
selling, 74, 81

strike prices, 51-52
styles of, 52
synthetic options, 67
time value, 54-56
types of, 51
vertical call spreads, 71
vertical put spreads, 71
volatility, 57-58

orange juice futures (fundamental market
analysis), 110

orders
limit orders, 30
MIT (market if touched) orders, 32
market orders, 30
OCO (one cancels the other) orders, 32
stop orders, 31-32

oscillators, 162
OTC (over the counter) options, 52
out-of-the-money options

advantages, 80
defined, 55
premium change rate, 59

Out-of-Town Report, effect on meat futures, 108
over the counter (OTC) options, 52
overbought, 162
oversold, 162
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overtrading
avoiding, 229
defined, 10

P
P&F (point and figure) charts, 167-168
palladium futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 115
palm oil futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 101
patience (quality for successful trading), xxv,

202-203, 217-218, 226
pennant chart pattern, 146-148
pit traders, 23
plans, importance of, 216, 224
platinum futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 112
plunging, xxiii, 12
point and figure (P&F) charts, 167-168
points, 4
political factors, effect of

on currencies, 95
on energy futures, 99

population statistics example, xx
pork bellies (fundamental market analysis), 106
position limits, 29
position traders, 24
positive delta, 59
potential value, 56
PPI (Producer Price Index), 89
precious metals futures (fundamental 

market analysis), 112-113
premiums (of options). See also prices, options

defined, 50
determining, 55-58
effect of futures’ prices on, 58-59

preservation of capital, importance of, 215
price charts. See charts
price discovery, 24
price moves. See moves
prices. See also daily price limits; minimum

price fluctuation
basis, 18-19
basis risk, 19
convergence, 16
determining, 25
emotions’ effect on, xxiv
flat price risk, 22
of futures contracts, 2
open outcry, 24-25
options

determining, 55-58
effect of futures’ prices on, 58-59
in-the-money and out-of-the-money

options, 55

Index 255

quotes, 52
strike prices, 51-52

quotes, 3
Producer Price Index (PPI), 89
production problems, effect on industrial 

metals futures, 115
profit

long hedges, 22
maximizing big moves, 235-240
protecting, 230
short hedges, 20
unrealized profit, 10

prompt dates, 12
psychology, importance to trading success, 35.

See also discipline
put options

defined, 51
exercising, 50
selling, 53

pyramiding, successful trading with, 232

Q-R
quotes (of prices)

avoiding watching, 226
defined, 3
for options, 52

ratios
defined, 75
ratio spreads, 76
ratio writes, 75-76
reverse ratio spreads, 76-77, 81

reaction to news and successful trading, 
228-229

rectangle chart pattern, 146-148
regrets, avoiding, 225
regulation, 29
Relative Strength Index (RSI)

defined, 162-163
divergences, 163-164
and trend reversal day trading system, 

209-210
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator

(Livermore), 237
Repos, 91
resistance levels

breakouts from consolidation, 128-133
changing to support levels, 130-131
defined, 126-128
and limit-move rule, 233

rest (quality for successful trading), xxvii, 229
retail sales, effect on interest rates, 90
revenge trading, avoiding, 215
reversal chart patterns, 134
reversals, 151
reverse crush, 41
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reverse head and shoulders chart pattern, 139
reverse ratio spreads (backspreads)

advantages, 81
defined, 76-77

Reverse Repos, 91
right to exercise options, 50
risks. See also basis risk

flat price risk, 22
guaranteeing trades, 25
limited risk of spreads, 42
selling options, 61

rookie traders story, 47-48
rounding bottoms chart pattern, 144-146
rounding tops chart pattern, 144-146
RSI (Relative Strength Index)

defined, 162-163
divergences, 163-164
and trend reversal day trading system, 

209-210

S
S&P 500 index (fundamental market 

analysis), 92
saucer bottoms chart pattern, 144-146
scalpers

and day trading, 206
defined, 23

scratch trades, 218
seasonality, effect of

on energy futures, 99
on grain and soybean futures, 104
on meat futures, 106

securities. See financial futures
sell stops, 31
selling

delivery receipts, 13
options, 52-53, 61, 63

advantages and disadvantages, 51, 53
covered option writing, 69-70, 81
hedging by, 69
ratio writes, 75-76

straddles, 73, 81
strangles, 74, 81

selling short, 7-8
set-up bar, 191
SF (smoothing factor) for exponential 

moving average (EMA), 183
short hedges, 20-21
short squeeze, 14
Short Sterling futures (fundamental market

analysis), 88
short-dated options, 54
shorting, 7-8
shorts

defined, xxi, xxiv
delivery, 13

sideways markets, 199
silver bust story, 47-48
silver futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 112
silver futures trading story, 116-117
simple moving average (SMA), 180-182

alternatives to, 183
disadvantages, 182-183
length of, 182
and trend reversal day trading system, 

209-210
size of futures contracts, 3
skepticism and successful trading, 227
slippage, 13, 24
SMA (simple moving average), 180-182

alternatives to, 183
disadvantages, 182-183
length of, 182
and trend reversal day trading system, 

209-210
smoothing factor (SF) for exponential 

moving average (EMA), 183
softs futures (fundamental market analysis),

108, 110-111
soybean crush, 41
soybean futures (fundamental market 

analysis), 100-102, 105
soybean meal futures (fundamental market

analysis), 100
soybean oil futures (fundamental market

analysis), 101
specialization and successful trading, 225
specifications for futures contracts, 18-19
speculators

defined, 19
goals of, 22, 24

SPI 200 index (fundamental market 
analysis), 93

spot market, 94
spreads

bear spreads, 38
bull spreads, 38
common spreads, 40, 42
defined, 38
intermarket spreads, 40
intramarket spreads, 38-39
limited risk, 42
options

butterfly spreads, 75
calendar spreads, 72
ratio spreads, 76
reverse ratio spreads, 76-77, 81
straddles, 72-73, 81
strangles, 72, 74, 81
vertical call spreads, 71
vertical put spreads, 71

technical market analysis, 169, 172-173
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standardized contracts, 19
state of mind. See discipline
statistics, population statistics example, xx
staying power, 56
stochastics, 163, 165
stock index options, 65-66
stock indices (fundamental market analysis),

92-94
stocks-to-usage ratios, effect on softs 

futures, 110
stop limit orders, 32
stop loss orders. See stop orders
stop orders

canceling, 225
defined, 31-32
importance of, 216-217

straddles. See also spreads
buying, 72-73
defined, 72
selling, 73, 81

strangles
buying, 74
defined, 72
selling, 74, 81

strike prices, 51-52
strong markets versus weak markets, 233
substitution effect, effect on meat futures, 107
successful trading. See also discipline

aggressiveness, 224, 226
averaging losses, avoiding, 234
breakouts from consolidation, 232
difficult trades, making, 223
diversification, 231
in extreme markets, 230
health and rest, importance of, 229
human nature, watching, 227
limit prices, 233
losses, minimizing, 231
maximizing big moves, 235-240
money management, 225
overtrading, avoiding, 229
patience, 226
plans, importance of, 224
profits, protecting, 230
pyramiding, 232
qualities for, xxv-xxvii
quotes, avoiding watching, 226
reaction to news, 228-229
regrets, avoiding, 225
specialization, 225
strong versus weak markets, 233
timing and volume of market, 227-228
trends, following, 221, 223

sugar futures (fundamental market 
analysis), 109

Index 257

supply-and-demand table, effect on grain and
soybean futures, 102, 104

support levels
breakouts from consolidation, 128-133
changing to resistance levels, 130-131
defined, 126-128
and limit-move rule, 233

Swedish interest rate contracts (fundamental
market analysis), 88

Swiss government bond futures (fundamental
market analysis), 88

switches. See spreads
symmetrical triangle chart pattern, 148
synthetic options, 67

T
Technical Analysis of Stock Trends (Edwards and

McGee), 134
technical market analysis, 84-85, 119-120

advantages, 173
chart patterns, 134

double tops and bottoms, 143-144
flags, rectangles, pennants, 146-148
H&S (head and shoulders), 134-143
reversals, 151
rounding tops and bottoms, 144-146
triangles, 148-150

charts, 120-121
breakouts from consolidation, 128-133
candlestick charts, 167, 169
channels, 124-126
how to use, 121-122
point and figure (P&F) charts, 167-168
support and resistance levels, 126-131
trendlines, 122-124

Elliot Wave Analysis, 166-167
fundamental analysis compared to, 85
gaps, 151

breakaway gaps, 152
common gaps, 152
exhaustion gaps, 153
islands, 153-156
measuring gaps, 152
rules for trading, 156-157

moving averages, 175, 177-179
accelerated trends, 196-197
breakouts from consolidation, 199, 202
discipline and patience, 202-203
diversification, 198-199
exponential moving average (EMA), 

183-185
methodology, 187-196
simple moving average (SMA), 180-183
trend following versus bottom picking,

176-177
weighted moving average (WMA), 183-185
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open interest (OI) analysis, 158-162
RSI (Relative Strength Index)

defined, 162-163
divergences, 163-164
and trend reversal day trading system,

209-210
spreads, 169, 172-173
stochastics, 163, 165
volume, 157

third zone above normal, 196
Three-Month Sterling futures, fundamental

market analysis, 88
tick. See minimum price fluctuation
time spreads. See calendar spreads
time value

defined, 54-55
determining, 56

timing of market and successful trading, 
227-228

tin futures (fundamental market 
analysis), 115

TMVTT (“The Most Valuable Technical Tool”).
See moving averages

trade balances, effect on currencies, 95
trade deficit, 95
trade surplus, 95
trading. See successful trading
trading floor. See also floor brokers

description of, 26-27
open outcry versus electronic trading, 28

trading hours for markets, 6
trailing stops, 31
trainee traders story, 47-48
Treasury Bonds (fundamental market 

analysis), 87
trend following versus bottom picking, 176-177
trend reversal day trading system, 208-209, 212
trend-less markets, 199
trendlines, 122-124
trends, importance of following, 221, 223. See

also market analysis
triangle chart pattern, 148-150
triple witching hour, 50
two-day close, 181

U-V
unemployment, effect on interest rates, 89
unleaded gasoline futures (fundamental 

market analysis), 98
unrealized profit, 10
up-trendlines, 122
upside breakaway gaps, 152

value of minimum price fluctuation, 4
variable limits, 6
vertical call spreads, 71
vertical put spreads, 71
”Voice from the Tomb” trading advice, 43-45
volatility

defined, 57-58
and money management, 219

volume of trading
defined, 157
and successful trading, 227-228

W
war, effect on industrial metals futures, 115
weak markets versus strong markets, 233
wealth, effect on currencies, 95
weather, effect of

on energy futures, 99
on grain and soybean futures, 104
on meat futures, 107

weighted moving average (WMA), 183-185
wheat CBT futures (fundamental market

analysis), 102
wheat KBT futures (fundamental market

analysis), 102
wheat MGE futures (fundamental market

analysis), 102
widening basis, 22
WMA (weighted moving average), 183-185
writing. See selling

X-Z
yield curve, 86

zero sum game, xxi, xxv, 35
zinc futures (fundamental market analysis), 114
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